
Revelation - week of 4/21/19

1. Susie asked us about blessings that are coming to us as the Carolinas as we 
gather and watch together at the gate of our nation.  I have been hearing and 
heard it again tonight.."you are receiving a Prophet's Reward!  Wow, I thought! 
Yes I want that reward! Well...umm..what is a prophet;'s reward you might 
wonder (like me)? This is what I discovered...."The prophet's reward is the 
fulfillment of the prophetic word! A reward is NOT a GIFT!  IT IS the FRUIT of 
DELIBERATE EFFORT!  It is the VISIBLE outgrowth of the seed of the word of 
the prophet!  I looked up the scripture in Matt. 10:41 and Jesus did use the word 
"Reward."  

"If you receive a prophet as one who speaks for God you will be given the same 
reward as a prophet..."  We will get this reward because we are acting on it by 
responding in faith to the word of the Lord spoken by the prophet. We have 
decided we will watch over this word to see that it doesn't fall to the ground and 
God will make it happen.  I think this links to the comment made by Julie about 
the 9 months of birthing and how she was prompted to be watching for the new 
fruit even outside of the Carolinas. 

As God sends us forth from here on ministry assignments we will carry this seed 
from the Carolinas, and we will know where it is to be planted or spoken to hover 
over that land in that state. (I decree...) Our heavenly seed is multiplying because 
we are taking it from the gate of heaven as it is established here through our 
decrees and we are sowing it wherever we place our feet on the land in this 
nation!  "Freely we have received, now freely we give it away!" We will sow glory 
into the land wherever we are sent because we are the sent ones created for 
your glory! We are a chosen priesthood and a holy nation. Lord, You are our 
God, and We are your covenant people carrying the sound of triumph and the 
sound of power according to Psalm 149! 

Revelation - week of 12/11/18

1. Had to share, we are fruitful, much fruit produced.



Revelation - week of 12/04/18



1. Near the end when we were praying in the spirit I saw a vision of a map of the 
Carolinas.  A hand appeared over the map and released a plumb line down.  It had a 
purple cord and when it hit the ground it became a Vav ! It landed on the NC / SC 
border.

2. When Marty was sharing about the being naturally supernatural my hands grew 
suddenly hot. I was reminded of the vision I had on Sunday as I considered Chanukah 
about the blood of Christ flowing through us. I saw that His blood carries little packets 
with rays of light. When we let go of the natural and release decrees and pull heaven 
into earth these packets break open and release  miracles. I have been asking and 
expecting for God to break these miracles open and out into the atmosphere of the 
Carolinas and multiply, through our nation & the world.

�  

3. 12/3/2018 Entered into a trance while listening to Day 1 of 21 Days to Gain Access
I was overcome when I started to listen to day 1 of 21 days to gain access, I was in a 
trance – I could hear But I could not move, I was listening to Chuck but I had multiple 
visions going on at the same time. I could not understand the relationship between 
them, but I knew what all the images were. There was a computer screen on the left 
running a continuous program, in the center of the vision pictures of blue-sky’s with 
clouds moving and sunshine that was contained in a circle, geometric shapes were 
dancing throughout, changing colors and size and there were images of people 
transforming on the left side. The blue sky would close like an iris and it would get dark 
then I was fighting to get back to the blue sky then the blue-skies would open wide and 
there was the light. Bright light coming through the clouds and blue skies would appear 
in the circle shape, constant images would appear of people and place on the left. I felt 
the presence of God Himself with me. I felt a new inner presence. This lasted 45 
minutes, then with all of this going on it ended with a light so bright engulfing my mind, I 
was speaking in tongues. Then I was totally exhausted. I am trying to comprehend what 
has just happened. I have felt in a lifted spiritual mind for the rest of the day, night and 
even today. I can’t explain it, but it feels as if I am between two physical states. The Lord 



said I am here. They must turn to me. I will always be here but they do not here me, 
they do not turn to me, they are walking all around me but do not reach for me.
 
That is what I was thinking, I have gained ACCESS to a higher realm. I am still in both a 
spiritual and earthly realm. It is hard to explain but I feel as if I am in two places at once. 
It is amazing.

4. While the woman was playing the song on the flute, through it I could hear a call from 
the Lord calling us all up higher. It was if I was hearing  Him beckoning us to come up to 
a higher place with Him so we could see what he sees know what he knows. To see and 
receive revelation of what He wants us to see and know. I also kept hearing “new 
power”. It was funny because before I got on I was also watching the replay of the NC 
conference and was listening to the song where she said new grace at the gate. Well 
God had recently been talking to me about Grace and it’s two sides. That it is not only 
His favor but His power. I know the “new power” would go along with the “new wine” 
word that has been given by Chuck. I do believe that like you both said that this is a 
time to consecrate more with the Lord so we can go up higher to Him. 
6. While Theresa played the flute:  I saw a balloon being tossed in the air - it was 
floating from one person to another and it was a corporate thing.  The balloon would 
float to one person and bounce on them, and then that person would tap the balloon 
into the air and it would float to another person and bounce again.  The balloon stayed 
buoyant at all times and I thought of the Scripture (John 3:8) about the Spirit being like 
the wind that blows where it will.  The corporate interaction with the balloon was 
effortless.

Revelation - week of 11/27/18

1. Dream:  I was being pursued by a wizard and his helpers. He trapped me. I escaped 
but was injured in my hands. They are cut with a scalpel type instrument. I went several 
places and he pursued. 

As I came out of what seemed like an old country store I saw what looked like a parade 
of people beginning to go by. I thought I’ll join crowd and get away. 

There were hundreds of people several wide and lined up as far as I could see. The line 
stopped moving and new people were jumping in line. I jumped into a spot and a lady 
beside me said join us. I said ok. Then she said weren’t you the one I was talking to in 
the INTERNET! I recognized it was Susie. 

So we started moving again. As we started we squeezed in very tight and became as 
one unit flowing together. Our feet started moving faster and faster. Our feet were 



moving like the speed of light. Everyone was yelling, laughing and celebrating. We 
started whipping along and came off the ground. 

Next thing I know I was alone and in a place I have never seen before and started 
discerning the things around me. It was about what the enemy was doing to the souls of 
men. They were capturing them and trafficking them and trading them like animals in a 
market. 

WOW!

I prayed for understanding. The Spirit said the band is the wave of glory in the 
Carolinas. When we move in him together we gain direction, speed, and new revelation 
for understanding and defeating our enemy. 

When we were in the Zoom meeting understanding like a bomb went off. The dream 
was the revelation of the zoom meeting. We were on the Internet moving like the speed 
of light as one. 

2. Dream:  I was in a church/worship/prayer setting when everyone began to shake - I 
said to myself this is Holy Spirt.  One person was at the back of the sanctuary on the 
floor on her back - seems like her hands and legs were upwards as she shook under 
the power of Holy Spirt.  All of a sudden as I was looking at her I realize she was wetting 
her pants which later became a gush of crystal clear water as if in when the water broke 
before birthing when someone is in labor.  

I feel it a very significant dream as this is where the church and every believer in Jesus 
is at this hour.  Time to push!  
Now that the water is broken the birthing must  happen. 

3. Last night the Lord was speaking the word congruent. As I listened and viewed each 
person I could see Him form this Word over us.  Congruent means literally agreement in 
harmony with institutional and departmental objectives. Identical in form; coinciding 
exactly when superimposed.  We are all different with different gift sets but Echad (one) 
in the Spirit as He is El Echad One (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit).

I am excited to be watching over His Word with you all and we will see Him do this New 
thing.  I truly have learned walking in the Shamar Prophetic to seek, wait, listen and 
hear the One Word that fells the enemy in every circumstance. To war effectively over 
anything that comes against what He has spoken. I know what this means as an 
individual and I am so excited to know what this is all about in our group our Synaxis.



4. Thank you for your commitment and faithfulness to the Lord.  I kept hearing “enable” 
during the zoom conference. 


